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The Public Manager 

     The  CESB  has been conducting 

consultation-workshops with CESOs 

and Eligibles in various regional 

hubs to gather  their  insights and 

inputs     for     a      people–driven 

development plan.   

     The   CESB    and     the   People 

Management   Association   of    the 

Philippines (PMAP) have joined 

hands  to  formulate  an  Integrated 

National         Human      Resource 

Development Agenda. 

     The agenda will be formally 

launched   and   presented  for the 

consideration     of      the    new  

administration   during  a  summit 

tentatively   scheduled   on   July  14,  

CESB holds HR agenda consultations 

2010  to be   attended   by   both   the   

career  government  executives   and 

PMAP’s  principals  and  partners.  It 

is  hoped  that  the  goals  in  this  

HR   agenda   shall   be   made   part   

of  the nation’s development target 

priorities   in   the   new   President’s 

Initial State of the Nation Address on 

27 July.   

      This HR Agenda  is  envisioned 

to   include  “people-centered”  state 

policy      imperatives,    flagship 

programs, implementing mecha-

nisms  and   other developmental 

initiatives advocated by and drawn 

from multi-sectoral stakeholders 

who    play    strategic      roles    in  

developing   the   nation’s   human 

capital.   It  aims  to   instill   the 

strategic importance of applying 

world-class quality standards and 

investing in the development and 

sustainability  of  the nation’s human 

capital  to   achieve   competitive 

performance levels and to harness 

their full productivity in a new   

knowledge-driven  global economy 

——  as what leading countries have 

done worldwide.   

     These  consultations  intend  to 

capture the ideas and insights of 

members  for  the  CES community 

as  to  their  vision  for  a people-

centered development in the next 12 

years.  

CESB  Executive  Director  Maria  Anthonette  V.  Allones   solicited the 

suggestions  and  opinions  of  CESOs  and  eligibles   who  attended the 

consultation-workshops to be used  as  valuable  inputs  to the integrated 

national Human Resource Development Agenda held on May 27 in Cebu 

City.  Similar  workshops  were  also held in Baguio, NCR and Davao in 

various dates. 

Board interview 
to now be panel  

     The  Board  is  shifting from a 

one-on-one interview to a structured 

Panel   interview system as the 

fourth and final stage in the CES 

eligibility  process. This  is part of 

the   process  to   align   all     the 

eligibility examination stages to the 

competency-based framework.  

     The  panel  of  interviewers  for 

the final stage in the CES eligibility 

process   will   consist  of  a  CES 

Governing   Board    Member,   a 

representative   from   the   People 

Management  Association of the 

Philippines (PMAP) and a selected 

CESO exemplar. 

     Hence,  the   CESB   recently 

conducted two-day targeted selection   
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CESOs discuss their role in  
adapting to climate change  
     The CESB launched another CES 

C.I.R.C.L.E. Forum with the theme, 

“Is Green Growth Possible? The 

Role  of    CESOs  in Adapting to 

Climate Change”  on June 17 at the 

DPWH Multi-Purpose Hall, Baras, 

Palo, Leyte. This event sought to 

introduce the idea of “green growth” 

as  a  viable   strategy   to   achieve 

an   environmentally   sustainable 

economic   growth   and      more 

importantly, as an effective measure 

to mitigate the harmful effects of 

climate change. 

     The  keynote  speaker  was  Juan 

Romeo  Nereus   “Neric”  Acosta,   a 

professor  of   public   policy at the 

Asian   Institute   of   Management 

and    Albert     Magalang,       an 

environmental         management 

specialist  from the  Environmental 

Management Bureau .   

     Acosta shared with conviction his 

stand on the possibility of green 

growth  in  our  country. He gave 

emphasis that it is not only possible, 

it is imperative that we must promote 

green  growth.  He  cited several 

situational   examples   to elaborate 

the   significance of green growth 

adding that it is one of the agenda of 

the incoming President Noynoy 

Aquino. 

     He     said    the    nature  and   the  

environment   are     foundational  

elements of  the economy, livelihood 

and   life itself.  He  also  encouraged      

the government executives to now 

begin the  paradigm shift of seeing 

that the environment is really about 

life support system. Acosta, said that 

the words ecology and economy are 

of the same roots. He associated the 

term  economy   with   money,   jobs, 

investment,   and   wealth  while 

ecology         pertains    to       nature,  

environment, marine life, flora and 

fauna, rivers, systems, water fronts, 

etc. He said that ecology as a whole 

is   really   not   about   flora  and  its 

sub-flora   but   it   is   about   the 

people.    He    added   that     the 

environment  is  a component of 

ecology.  

     Acosta also cited a number of 

situations or experiences during the 

onslaught of typhoon Ondoy and 

other   natural     calamities.  He 

summarized   his    lecture       by 

encouraging the public to take care 

of the environment and    support   

the programs of the government on 

the protection and preservation of the 

nature and environment. 

     Another   expert    in    the  field 

of    environment   management,  

Magalang,   presented    various 

challenges brought by climate 

change.  He   cited   the   power 

plants     causing     green        effects        

which eventually result to the in-

crease of the global surface tempera-

ture.  He, however    assured  the   

audience  that   there    are   various    

measures implemented by the gov-

ernment to mitigate  the  effect of 

climate change.   He  stated  that  

global warming or   climate change  

is  a  natural phenomenon. For the 

past 30 years, there had been discus-

sions, conferences   and other similar  

meetings  on   how    the government 

and the public as well  can  mitigate  

the  effect  of climate change. He 

said the government is serious  in   

its   undertaking    of implementing 

projects   to help the general public 

to   mitigate  the  harsh   effect  of   

climate change.  The  government   

is    also    providing   relocation   

areas   for   people  in    the   affected   
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interview (TSI) training to CESOs I 

and II. 

     The training is  designed to equip 

the   selected  participants   with   

effective    interviewing   skills, 

strategies, and techniques combined        

with   structured,   systematic   and    

behavior-based interviewing system. 

     The  TSI focused on the six   

competency-based dimensions, 

namely :   1) strategic and critical 

thinking,     2)     leading        in       a  

continuously changing environment, 

3)  developing/ empowering others 

to establish collective accountability 

for    results,  4)    linkaging  and 

networking       for     productive  

partnerships,    5)    planning    and 

organizing   for  greater  impact  and 

6) driving performance for  integrity  

and  service. There  are  also   other  

dimensions  that  the interview   will  

measure,  such  as  the  ability  to  

articulate    thoughts      in       an 

organized manner/ responsiveness   

of answers,  grammatical correctness 

of answers and overall decorum. 

     The participants were also trained 

on   how   to   conduct   interview 

focusing  on  job-related  behavior, 

use       past    behavior     of     the 

interviewee    to    predict   future 

behavior,   assess   both   job   fit   

and organization fit motivation,    

organize   selection elements   into   

a   comprehensive  system, apply 

effective interviewing skills   and   

techniques,   make   a      positive 

impression on the applicants and use 

data   integration  to  make  the  best 

decision. 

     An   interview    rating   guide 

was   also   discussed  during  the 

training.  
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Eligibles to participate in SALDIWA 

     A total of 31 participants have 

enrolled to complete the Integrated 

Salamin-Diwa  ng Paglilingkod 

training program scheduled on June 

22-July  5,  2010 at the Vista Marina 

Hotel and Resort, Subic, Zambales. 

     SALDIWA is an integrated 

course  of  the  SALAMIN  ng 

Paglilingkod        and    DIWA 

Paglilingkod,   two  of the three 

training   programs    under    the 

Executive Leadership Program 

(ELP). It is an intensive fifteen-day 

course   that  intend   to    enable 

government executives to examine 

their values; increase their awareness 

and understanding of leadership 

styles and contexts; examine and 

internalize  needs,  standards and 

aspirations       for           increased 

responsiveness of  state policies  and  

programs; clarify  and   manage  

their values and   leadership  styles; 

and     enhance   interpersonal   and 

public relations and      teambuilding      

skills of executives.     

      The program is composed of five 

modules: 1) Ethical governance; 2) 

Leading in a Continuously Changing 

Environment; 3) Developing/

Empowering Others to Establish 

Collective     Accountability   for 

Results;      4)   Linkaging     and 

Networking    for       Productive 

Partnership;  and  the 5)  Community 

Organizational Attachment Module 

that is popularly known as the barrio 

immersion. 

     The participants are: Lealyn A. 

Ramos,     Regional     Executive 

Director, DA; Zenaida L. Arevalo, 

Asst.   Regional   Director,   DSWD;    

Porfirio M. Balatico, Branch Head, 

SSS; Mary Libertine C. Amor, 

PARO 1,  DAR; Gina A. Crucio, 

Division   Manager  C,  MCWB; 

Renato M. De Vera, Director IV, 

DBM; Angel C. Enriquez,   RTD, 

DA; Elias F. Fernandez,   Jr.,    

ARD,      DILG; Corazon I. Flores, 

OIC-ARD, DOH-CHO;     Angelito   

V. Fontanilla, Director  IV,   DENR;     

Rosario Virginia C. Gaetos,  Deputy 

Executive Director, PCVC; Nelson  

V.  Gorospe, DENR; Radne B. 

Jomuad,   OIC-ASDS,     DepEd; 

Alfredo A. Lazo, Chief of   Clinics,  

Western    Pangasinan    District 

Hospital;  Jonas R. Leones,   Asst.    

Director,   EMB; Jonathan  Paul  M.   

Leusen,   Jr., Director  III,  DILG;  

Diony D. Mamaril,     Deputy   Chief         
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Participants of the Integrated Salamin-Diwa ng Paglilingkod training program pose for a class shot in Vista Marina 

Hotel and Resort, Subic, Zambales. The training program  is a two-week executive leadership course. 
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NEW  

ELIGIBLES 

 

JENNIFER AGUILAR BAQUIRAN 

Supervising Legislative Staff Officer II 

Committee on Rules 

House of Representatives 

 

MA. ANGELINA MADURO CARREON 

Director III 

Technical Education Skills Development Authority 

 

MA. ROSARIO CHARO ENRIQUEZ CURIBA 

Assistant Commissioner 

Bureau of Internal Revenue 

 

ANTONIO GINES GERUNDIO 

Director IV 

Regional Field Unit IV-B (MIMAROPA) 

Department of Agriculture 

 

MARCIA GIBE ISIP 

Planning Officer 

(Officer-in-Charge, Provincial Environment  

     and Natural Resources Officer) 

Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

 

 

ESMERALDA DAPHNE NEBRES PURNELL 

Local Government Operations Officer VI 

Local Government Academy 

Department of the Interior and Local Government 

Conferred through  

Resolution No. 868 dated June 2, 2010 
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areas. There are also government 

agencies that provide the needed 

support of local government     units.    

He  also  recognized the effort of 

PAGASA    for   implementing   

strategies  to enhance its capabilities 

to anticipate changes in weather for 

the protection of the people. He also 

cited various means used by different 

government  agencies  and   other 

organizations  in   order   to     adapt 

to climate change and prevent its 

harmful effect. 
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for Administration, BJMP; Angelina 

V.  Manga,   Director  III,    DOE; 

Jaime     C.   Montoya,   Executive 

Director,    PCHRD;     Renato     A.      

Oxina, Department    Manager    III, 

TRC;  Mildred  J.  Padilla, Business 

Development/ Marketing Chief, 

PPA;    Ernieli   P. Dancel, Chief 

Lottery Operations Officer, PCSO; 

Nordy L. Plaza, Director III/ARD, 

DOTC; James Arsenio O. Ponce, 

PARO I /    OIC  Asst. Director, 

DAR;     Ma.  Estrella  R.  Reyes,   

Director   III, OP;   Diosdado  M. 

San Antonio, Director III,  DepEd;   

Editha B. Santos, Chief Accountant, 

Philippine   Army;   Ramon  G.   

Santos,    Usec., DOE;  Loreta B. 

Torrecampo,   ASDS,    DepEd;   

Edward   S.    Vidal,  Supervising 

Administrative Officer, Provincial 

Government of Aklan; Ma. Julia Z. 

Villanueva, Medical Specialist III, 

DOH-CHO;   Angelina S. Bergonia, 

Asst. Regional Manager II, NFA; 

Ma.  Alma  T.  Valenciano, OIC, 

Mindanao Management     Office,    

NFA    and     Emeline L. Versoza, 

Executive Director, PCW.      

 SALDIWA… 

����    2   Climate 
change… 
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at work. 

     The following are the topics to      

discussed  on   Day 1: The Secrets 

to Staying Young and Healthy:   

Eating    Healthy,       Cooking  Right 

(Dietary   requirements   of   busy 

40s-60s  executives  and  Preparing 

on-the-go healthy snacks / dishes; 

nutritional value of ingredients and 

its   natural   food  sources; about 

organic  food   and   taking  food 

supplements); and the role of CESOs 

in combating corruption. For Day 2, 

there will be a simultaneous yoga  

and  aerobic sessions; unstructured   

outdoor fitness activities; Visualiza-

tion: De-stressing   and De-cluttering   

the Mind for better Decision-making 

and Problem-solving; and discussion   

on managing relationships  at   home  

and/ or in the workplace.   

More gov’t execs to partake  

in wellness follow-up session 
     As     an     active   response   to  

the    overwhelming   demand    of 

participants   who   attended   the 

Wellness Camp sessions which were 

conducted in Subic last year and in 

Bohol this year, CESB conducted a  

Follow-Up Session  of  the  CES 

Executive Leadership and Wellness 

Camp on June 24-25, 2010 at the 

Vista Marina Hotel & Resort, Subic, 

Zambales to be participated in by 53 

government executives. 

     This session entitled: “Rated R: 

Revive, Reconnect, Reaffirm and 
Respond     intends     to     equip   

participants  with further motivation, 

knowledge and practical tips  on    

managing stress and maintaining 

healthy lifestyle and relationships    

to  achieve    holistic   well-being, 

longevity and increase productivity  
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CESB administers annual 

CESPES in various regions 
     The    CESB    through     its    

Performance     Management      and    

Assistance    Division     (PMAD) 

facilitated the administration  of   

2009     Career   Executive    Service 

Performance Evaluation  System     

(CESPES) Behavioral Competency 

Scale  to   subordinate   raters    in 

different regions.  To date, the CESB      

has also successfully    administered    

the conduct of CESPES in Baguio on 

June 1, Davao on June 10-11 and 

Region 8 on June 17-18, 2010. 

     For  the  past  two  months,  the 

CESB    has    also    finished    the 

conduct   of   CESPES   in  the  

Presidential Management  Staff  on  

April   22;     Bureau    of    Jail  

Management and Penology on April  

27;    Department  of   Trade and 

Industry, National Capital    Region   

on   May   11; Department of Trade 

and Industry, Region IV-B on May 

20;   Region  7 on  May  25  and  

Region 10 on May  31, 2010. 

     The    basis    for    rating   the 

performance  of   the   incumbent 

officials is stated in the CESPES 

guidelines   which   provide two 

components:     1)   Performance 

Contract   and   2)    Behavioral 

Competence.  This  is  pursuant to 

the CESB Resolution No. 661 

(Guidelines/Rules and Regulations 

of  the  Career Executive Service 

Performance Evaluation System) as 

implemented by CESB Circular No. 

4, s. 2007 which provides the overall 

guidelines   on     substance    and 

procedures  on CESPES. A complete  

CESPES  rating  is a requirement for 

promotional/ original appointment to 

CES rank. 

     CESPES  is a yearly performance    

those   occupying   lower     positions 

provided they are Career Executive 

Service   (CES)   eligibles;   Career 

Service Executive (CSE) eligibles or 

Career  Executive Officer (CEO) 

eligibles;  and   Designated  in  an 

Acting or Officer-In-Charge (OIC) 

capacity to a third level position. 

     For inquiries pertinent to this 

matter, please communicate directly 

with the PMAD at telephone number

(02) 951-4981 locals 110,111 and 

126 and at telefax number (02) 951-

4986.  

appraisal for government executives 

holding positions within  the Career  

Executive Service (CES), the third  

and highest level in the Philippine 

Civil Service. 

     The following CES Officials 

should be evaluated under the 

CESPES: all incumbents of CES 

positions in various departments and 

agencies of the national government, 

including   government-owned    and  

controlled corporations (GOCCs) 

with   original   charters,  for   an 

uninterrupted period of at least  three  

(3)  months;   Division   Chiefs    and  



 

 

CESOs join Cebu Heritage Walk Tour 
     The CES community celebrates 

the    National   Heritage   month 

pursuant to Presidential Proclama-

tion No. 439 by organizing the Cebu 

City  Heritage   Walk  Tour. The 

heritage walk tour held last May 27 

is the third CES Club event this year. 

     The  tour consists of a visit to  

historic places like the Fort San 

Pedro,    Santo    Niño   Museum, 

Cathedral Museum, The Jesuit 

House   of  1730, Yap-San Diego 

Ancestral House and Casa Gorordo 

and  a  Tartanilla Ride  (horse-driven  

carriage).  

     Fort San Pedro is the oldest and 

smallest fort in the Philippines. It is 

said to be the Spanish outpost in the 

Philippines during the colonial era. 

The Santo Niño Museum houses the 

Santo Niño vestments in various 

sizes. The Cathedral Museum of 

Cebu,   on   the    other   hand,  was 

formerly  the  rectory  of   the   Cebu  

Cathedral.  Throughout the years it 

underwent various transformations 

as a school, an office and now as an   

during the late 17th century by the Chi-

nese   merchants   residing in Pari-an   

(the    old  Chinese District of Cebu).   

At   present,  the  house is undergoing 

renovation and outfitting  for 

a  museum.  The  Casa   Gorordo 

Museum is a place that features 

noted paintings, museum relics, a 

courtyard, antique household items 

and furniture.  Now under the 

Aboitiz Foundation, the house has 

been restored and outfitted as a 

house museum that showcases the 

elegant lifestyle at the turn of the 

century.  

     For the past year, the CES Club 

has  been  actively    involved  in 

reinventing   interesting  topics  on 

culture   and  arts,  music  genre, 

physical  fitness  and    wellness, 

personal   development and other 

motivational   subjects   that   are 

significant   to   their   work    as 

government servants. The Club is 

still preparing for another activity 

that will be of interest to CESOs and 

eligibles.  
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ecclesiastical   museum.  The   Jesuit 

House of 1730, as it is known by the 

year  that  it  was  built, was once the  

residence of the Jesuit Superior in 

Cebu. Another historic spot in the 

City of Cebu is the Yap-San Diego 

Ancestral   House  that  was built  


